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ABSTRACT 

  

Genomic differences (mutations) in humans are profoundly influenced by 

their distinction as either germ line (inherited) or somatic (developed over one’s life 

span).    Such mutations can vary from a single nucleotide insertion, deletion, or 

substitution in a gene to a complete duplication or deletion of a large amount of 

genomic material ranging from thousands of nucleotides to an entire chromosome 

ultimately referred to as Copy Number Variations (CNV).  While a large number of 

genomic variations have no significant influence on the overall quality of life, certain 

types of variations in a human genome called abnormalities are known to be 

associated with genetic disorders including cancer, autism, schizophrenia, just to 

name a few.  Recent advancements in DNA sequencing technologies have made it 

possible to utilize High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) to identify and detect CNVs.  

The focus of this research is the development of computational methods used to 

address the challenges of analyzing high throughput DNA sequence data for quality 

assessment in relatively large genomes (e.g. human genome) to detect copy number 

variations and including the data representation. An evolutionary programming 

approach has been developed to use the set of novel algorithms and data structures 

introduced in this dissertation for the purpose of efficiently and accurately mapping 

genomic reads to one or more reference genomes.  I have developed computational 

tools that make it possible to identify the undesirable effects of repetitive regions in 

the human genome with the ability to identify CNVs and propose a novel approach to 

reduce their influence on genomic analysis. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schizophrenia
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Copy Number Variation 

Inherited (germ line) and (somatic) genetic differences developed during the life 

time among human individuals not only define how people look, and their ability to 

perform tasks, but also define individual’s abilities to be susceptive to drugs 

treatments, risks of certain diseases, to develop allergies, etc. Genomic differences 

can range from a small mutation in a single gene (single nucleotide polymorphisms or 

SNPs) to the duplication or deletion of large amounts of sequential genomic material 

ranging from thousands of nucleotides to entire chromosomes these large changes are  

called Copy Numbers Variations or CVNs.  Up to date, millions of genetic 

differences in humans have been reported. The Human Genome project revealed that 

DNA Copy Number Variation is a widespread and common phenomenon among 

humans.  Approximately 0.4% of the genomes of unrelated people typically differ 

with respect to copy number of various genomic regions [1, 2]. CNVs have been 

observed between identical twins [3].  The size of the genomic DNA associated to 

each variation may range from several dozen to several millions nucleotides.  The 

average size of reported CNVs is in range of thousands of nucleotides.  CNVs are 

either inherited or caused by de-novo mutations [3, 4]: causing structural 

rearrangements of the genome such as deletions, duplications, inversions, and 

translocations [5]. 
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While a large number of genomic variations do not have a significant influence on 

the overall quality of life, certain types of variations in a human genome called 

abnormalities are known to be associated with genetic disorders (Figure 1).   

 

Figure 1. Three major groups of diseases associated to structural changes in human DNA[2] 

 

Copy Number Variation has been associated with autism, [6-9] schizophrenia, [6,10] 

idiopathic learning disability [11], and other medical conditions.  In cancer, CNVs 

could lead to the activation of oncogenes, deactivation of defensive mechanisms of 

human cells such as DNA repair and apoptosis (the process of programmed cell 

death).  CNVs can de-regulate cell signaling networks responsible for tumor 

suppression, oncogenes, regulation of cell growth, cell proliferation, apoptosis, etc. 

[12].  Significant amount of literature also suggests that Copy Number Variation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autism
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profile analysis of individual tumors can be used to identify better treatment options 

[13-30]. 

 

1.2 Classes of Copy Number Variations  

Large numbers of human cancers are triggered in part by irreversible structural 

mutations resulting in CNVs.  Characterization of these aberrations is a necessary 

step to understand disease etiology and advance the development of targeted therapies 

[31].  It is necessary to mention that in a variety of cancers, one can distinguish two 

major classes of Copy Number Variations: (a) CNVs in long non-coding regions on 

chromosomes and (b) CNVs limited to a coding regions of the chromosome and 

affecting one or more genes.  For example, significantly higher copy number of 

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) (caused by gene duplication) has been 

reported and even used as prognosis marker in non-small cell lung cancer [32], CNV 

the P53 is known to be associated to variety of cancers [33-38] while mutations in 

genes BCR1and BCR2 have strong association to leukemia [39]. 

Until recently, the most common technique to detect a Copy Number 

Variation was based on cytogenetic approaches such as fluorescent in situ 

hybridization, comparative genomic hybridization, comparative genomic 

hybridization using oligonucleotides microarrays, and virtual karyotyping using SNP 

microarrays.  Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies made it possible to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung_cancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cytogenetics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescent_in_situ_hybridization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescent_in_situ_hybridization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparative_genomic_hybridization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Array_comparative_genomic_hybridization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Array_comparative_genomic_hybridization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_Karyotype
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SNP_array
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SNP_array
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apply the High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) technology for CNVs identification 

[43][44][45].
  

The presented manuscript is focused on the methodological and computational 

challenges associated with the application of the high throughput sequencing in the 

detection of copy number variations in the human genome.  Presented examples are 

related to the detection of the CNV in cancer samples.  It is important to mention 

however, that described challenges, performed analysis, and developed algorithms 

can be applied to virtually all types of CNV associated with genetic disorders.  
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CHAPTER 2 

DNA SEQUENCING TECHNOLOGIES 

 

2.1 High Throughput Sequencing Technology 

Recently developed High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) technology (sometimes 

also called Next Generation Sequencing, or NGS technology) has allowed the 

generation of large amounts of sequenced data. Machines implementing this 

technology are several orders of magnitude faster and cheaper than traditional (ABI 

3700) sequencing machines used in the Human Genome Sequencing project.  For 

example, manufactured in 2011 NGS instrument Illumina Genome Analyzer HiSeq 

2000 v3 can produce up to 2,500,000,000 [45] genomic sequences (called reads) of 

size 200+ bases in one week, which is larger than total amount of genomic data 

produced during the three years of the Human Genome Sequencing Project finished 

in 2003 [43] and costing around 2.7 billion dollars [43].   

The first HTS platform (454 Genome Sequence FLX System) became available in 

2005. It has been developed by 454 Life Sciences Inc. later acquired by Roche Inc.  

Modern HTS platforms vary by the chemical processes used for sequencing and by 

the type and amount of data they can generate.  A short summary of the HTS 

platforms available by August 2012 is found in Table 1. 
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Manufacturer Platform  Sequencing Method  Detection Method Read 

Length 

(bases) 

ABI/Life 

technologies 

3130xL-3730xL CE-Sanger Fluorescence/Optical 600-1000 

Beckman GeXP Genetic Analysis 

System 

CE-Sanger Fluorescence/Optical 600-1000 

Roche/454 Genome SequencerFLX 

System 

Pyrosequencing Optical 230-600 

Illumina HiSeq 2000/miSeq Reversible terminator 

sequencing by 

synthesis 

Fluorescence/Optical 2x150 

ABI/SOLiD 5500xl SOLiD System Sequencing by 

ligation 

Fluorescence/Optical 25-35 

Helicos HeliScope Single-molecule 

synthesis 

Fluorescence/Optical 25-30 

Pacific 

Biosciences 

PacBio RS Real-time, single-

molecule DNA 

sequencing 

Fluorescence/Optical 1000 

Ion Torrent/Life 

Technologies 

PGM Semiconductor 

sequencing 

Change in pH 

detected by Ion-

Sensitive Field 

Effect 

Transistors(ISFETs) 

100-300 

Table 1. HTS sequencing instruments and technologies [45]. 

From the data analysis viewpoint, the sequenced data produced by modern 

HTS instruments can be separated in two major categories: (a) relatively short (up to 

250 bases long) equal size reads (produced by Illumina and SOLiD platforms) and (b) 

longer (200-700 bases long) flexible size reads produced by Ion Torrent and 

Roche/454 instruments.  The cost, run time, and amount of data generated vary 

between platforms and are compared in Table 2 for more details.   
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Instrument Number of reads per run Cost per 100 bases Costs per 1M reads 

Illumina HiSeq 2000 v3 2,500,000,000 $ 30,000 $ 12.00 

Illumina HiSeq 1000 170,000,000 $ 1,770 $ 10.41 

Illumina GAllx 15,000,000 $ 2,600 $ 173.33 

Illumina MiSeq 5,000,000  $ 1,000 $ 200.00 

Ion Torrent (Proton 1) 100,000,000 $ 750 $ 7.50 

Ion Torrent / 318 4,000,000 $ 2,600 $ 650 

Ion Torrent / 316 1,000,000 $ 2,200 $ 2,200.00 

Ion Torrent / 314 200,000 $ 1,200 $ 6,000 

454 FLX 500,000 $ 10,000 $ 20,000.00 

454 GS jr. 100,000  $ 3,500 $ 35,000.00 

SOLiD-4 800,000,000 $ 15,000 $ 18.75 

SOLiD-5500 600,000,000 $ 15,000 $ 25.00 

SOLiD-5500xl 1,200,000,000 $ 15,000 $ 12.50 

Table 2. The cost, run time, and amount of data generated by HTS instruments [45] 

Considering a dramatic drop on the price of sequencing (Figure 2) and large 

amount of sequencing data produced every day by hundreds of sequencing 

instruments in use, effective storage, manipulation, and analysis of such information 

presents a significant challenge.  Availability of effective analysis algorithms is even 

more critical considering that large amount of raw data (reads) usually contains a 

significant amount of errors, biases, leftover templates, and primers used during the 

sample preparation and/or sequencing library preparation steps. 

 

Figure 2.  Amount of data and cost of the DNA sequencing platforms[45]. 

Illumina HiSeq 
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Over 90% of the sequencing data produced in 2011 was generated by the 

Illumina sequencing platform.  At the present time, Illumina and SOLiD sequencing 

technologies are employed in most ambitious and data rich ongoing projects, 

including 1000 human genomes, Cancer Genome Atlas and many others. Therefore, 

following several paragraphs will be focused on topics such as data biases and 

challenges associated with the Illumina technology. 

 

2.2 Biases Caused by Sample Preparation and Sequencing Process 

In the preparation for sequencing, DNA/RNA from the sample have to be 

extracted, purified, and if necessary amplified using PCR (polymerase chain 

reaction).  If performed poorly, these steps can introduce significant bias into the 

genomic composition of the sample.  Moreover, sequencing process itself can also 

produce bias and artificial (not present in the samples) sequencing reads.  Each 

sequencing platform has been known to have its own strengths and weaknesses.  For 

example, Ion Torrent and Roche 454 sequencing instruments are known to produce 

errors in the homo polymers associated DNA/RNA regions, but show extremely low 

error rate for detecting substitutions [45]. 

Illumina sequencing instruments employed the sequencing by synthesis 

concept [45,46].  This method includes three traditional steps: library preparation, 

cluster generation, and sequencing itself.  During the library preparation stage, DNA 

is fragmented using focused acoustic waves (also called the sonication process).  The 
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sheered ends and are repaired and the fragmented pieces are adenylated.  Adapter 

oligos are ligated to both ends of the fragments (Figure 3a) [45].  These fragments 

undergo purification and size selection.  Size selected and adapter ligated DNA 

sequences are used as templates in a PCR amplification step and are washed across 

the flow cell in preparation for sequencing.  In Illimina GAIIx and HiSeq instruments, 

an eight channel flow cell is used in the cluster generation process.  As a result, the 

flow cell surface acquires a large number of oligos attached to its surface that binds to 

the library fragments (Figure 3b).  Single stranded DNA molecules hybridized to the 

oligos in the surface of the flow cell.  Bound fragments are extended in order to 

hybridize reverse complement of the original DNA sequence to the surface of flow 

cell (Figure 3c).  Each DNA is clonally amplified through series of extensions and 

isothermal bridge amplifications resulting multiple copies of each fragment ineach of 

hundreds of millions of unique clusters (Figure 3d).  Reverse complements are 

cleaved and washed away, while the ends of the fragments get blocked.  At this point, 

the library is ready for sequencing.  DNA templates are sequenced base by base in 

parallel using four fluorescently labeled reversibly terminated nucleotides where all 

four bases compete with each other to bind to the template.  After each round of 

synthesis, the clusters are excited by a laser emitting the color that identifies a newly 

added base (Figure 3e).  Images produced at every cycle get scanned.  Fluorescent 

labels and the blocking group are removed to allow the addition of the next base.  

Finally, images undergo image recognition software that produced final sequencing 

data files containing the individual sequences of each cluster (fasta file format Figure 
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5b) or sequences of each cluster with corresponding quality scores for each nucleotide 

(fastq file format Figure 5a). 

 Figure 3. Library preparation, cluster generation, and sequencing using the Illumina GAIIx 

intstrument. a) Fragmentation, size selection, purification, and adapter ligation of the fragments of the 

DNA; b) Binding of single stranded fragments to the flow cell;          c) Solid-phase bridge 

amplification; d) Channel by channel dense cluster organization;    e) Sequencing cycle; f) Image of 

the flow cell at each cycle. [46] 
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Millions of clusters can be sequenced simultaneously using the Illumina 

sequencing platform.  Each step in the Illumina sequencing process can introduce 

significant biases and/or sequencing errors.  For example: scanner calibration errors 

can cause one or more specific nucleotide to appear at deviated (higher or lower) 

frequencies in the sequenced dataset then what is actually present in the sample 

(Figure 4a); a high concentration of adapters or PCR primers presented during sample 

preparation can cause biases at the beginning of the reads (Figure 4b); and physical 

disturbances (such as vibration of the instrument) during the sequencing process can 

lead to a drop in the quality of one or more sequencing cycles (Figure 4c).  Several 

sequencing platform-independent, as well as instrument-specific, applications have 

been developed to identify such biases and errors in the sequencing data [47-50].  

Reads manipulation tools have also been developed to perform sorting, trimming, 

filtration, elimination of duplications, and reads curation [50-54]. 

 

2.3 Most Common Errors and Biases in the Illumina Sequencing Data 

In order to identify most common errors and biases in the Illumina sequencing 

data we have analyzed 100+ runs (600+ datasets) produced by the Illumina GIIx 

sequencer located at the University of Houston as well as 200+ Illumina reads sets 

publically available through the NCBI Sequencing Reads Archive [55].  Table 3 

presents the most common biases in Illumina reads data: (a) presence of biased prefix 

(Figure 4b), (b) presence of low complexity and/or overrepresented sequences and (c) 

unexpected quality drop(s) in the middle and/or at the end of the reads (Figure 4c). 
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Analysis of these biases allows us to propose several algorithms (Table 3) to detect 

and minimize the effects of such biases on the future steps of data analysis, including 

search against GenBank, mapping reads to reference genomic sequences, and de-novo 

assembly. 

Error/bias type Percent of 

samples 

affected 

Proposed approach to detect Proposed approach to 

fix 

Prefix bias 95% Position specific nucleotide 

frequency graph 

1. Trim prefix; 

2. Exclude reads 

containing prefix 

Presence of low 

complexity reads 

80% 1. Reads CG content distribution; 

2. Reads Entropy distribution 

3. Identification of most frequent 

(by copy number) reads in the 

dataset 

1. Identify and exclude 

most frequent low 

complexity reads from 

the dataset 

Presence of 

unknown 

nucleotides in 

individual read 

Up to 30% of 

reads in 

individual 

sample 

Position specific nucleotide 

frequency graph; 

Position specific nucleotide 

quality graph; 

 

Exclude reads 

containing unknown 

nucleotides form the 

dataset 

Quality drop(s) in 

the end of the reads 

20% Position specific nucleotide 

quality graph 

Exclude reads 

containing unknown 

nucleotides form the 

dataset 

Trim suffix in all reads 

in a dataset 

Quality drop(s) in 

the middle of the 

reads 

5% Position specific nucleotide 

quality graph 

Replace single low 

quality or unknown 

nucleotide by four 

possible 

nucleotides(only if data 

is going to be used in 

de-novo assembly) 

Table 3.  Most frequent types of errors and biases for the Illumina HTS instruments.  Data 

summarizes over 1600 individual experiments (flow cell lines). 

Proposed algorithms were implemented as a windows-based application (Slim-

Filter) [56], which was designed to interactively examine the statistical properties of 

sequenced reads produced by the Illumina Genome Analyzer and to perform a broad 

spectrum of data manipulation tasks including: 1) filtration of low quality and low 

complexity reads; 2) filtration of reads containing undesired subsequences (such as 
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parts of adapters and PCR primers used during the sample and sequencing libraries 

preparation steps); 3) excluding duplicated reads (while keeping each read’s copy 

number information in a specialized  

 

Figure 4. Typical biases in the position-by-position proportion of nucleotides and their average quality 

across reads produced by an Illumina GAIIx instrument:  a) nucleotide A present in higher proportion 

across all positions; b) first 10+ positions are biased to adapter sequences; c) the overall average 

quality of the nucleotide G is lower across all positions and a sharp quality drop is observed near 

position 13. 

data format); and 4) sorting reads by copy numbers allowing for easy access and 

manual editing of the resulting files. Slim-Filter is organized as a sequence of 

windows summarizing the statistical properties of the reads and data manipulation 

tasks available on each step of the data analysis.  The resulting (after each step) set of 

reads can be saved in the following formats: FASTA, FASTQ, or AS format, a format 

specifically designed to store only high quality filtered reads.  Corresponding 

windows summarize the statistical properties of the resulting reads (Figure 5).  The 

sequential windows containing statistical summaries for each data manipulation steps 

can remain open, allowing for a before and after comparison of the datasets.  Slim-

Filter allows the user to return (roll-back) to any of the previous steps of the analysis 
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and proceed with a different set of tasks and/or task parameters.  The log of step-by-

step statistics and history of data manipulation is stored in a text report file. 

 Slim-Filter can perform eleven different data manipulation tasks.  If the input 

data is available in the FASTQ format, the user can (1) exclude reads with a quality 

score below a user-defined threshold, or (2) replace each low quality nucleotide by 

the unknown nucleotide symbol N.  The other nine tasks do not require nucleotide 

quality information and can be performed on data in the FASTA, FASTQ and AS 

formats.  Each read that contains a single unknown nucleotide can be replaced by four 

alternative reads where the N symbol is replaced by each of the four possible 

nucleotides (A, C, T, G).  This tactic allows for the “recovery” of data from damaged 

sequencing runs such as the one shown in Figure 3c, where a single low quality cycle 

resulted in the presence of an unknown or low quality nucleotide in the middle of 

each read.  After the “recovery”, resulting reads can still be used by most de-novo 

assemblies and SNP detection programs. 

A sharp decline in the quality of the last nucleotides or the presence of 

undesirable prefixes may require the user to (4) trim the prefixes and/or suffixes of all 

the reads in the dataset.  This option is available at any step of the data analysis.  

Slim-Filter’s filtration capabilities include: (5) the elimination of all reads containing 

odd or unknown characters; (6) the removal of low complexity reads (such as reads 

where a single nucleotide exhibits a proportion above a user defined threshold); (7) 

the exclusion of reads containing template subsequences; and (8) the interactive 

deletion of the most abundant reads in the dataset.  Additional data manipulation 
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features include: (9) the removal of duplicated and (10) reverse complementary reads 

(while maintaining their copy numbers), and (11) the sorting and storing of reads by 

order of descending copy number and in the AS data format, which allows the user to 

easily view or edit the sequence data files. 

Following each step, Slim-Filter recalculates and visualizes the statistical 

characteristics of the altered dataset in a new window (Figure 5a-5g).   

 

Figure 5. Statistical characteristics of the set of reads: a) GC content distribution, b) entropy of 

individual reads distribution, c) average position-by-position nucleotide quality, d) position-by-

position proportion of each nucleotide, e) reads copy number distribution, f) list of 50 most frequent 

reads, g) summary of the previously applied steps, h) filter options menu. 

The graphical output includes: the (a) GC content and (b) entropy distributions for all, 

as well as only the unique (when the copy number is not considered) reads in the 
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dataset; (c) the average position-by-position quality and (d) proportion of each 

nucleotide; (e) copy number distribution of the reads; and (f) a list of the 50 most 

frequent reads.  These graphical outputs have been chosen to visually detect the most 

frequent sequencing instrument errors such as scanner calibration, quality drops due 

to mechanical disturbances, and sample and library preparation errors.  The entropy 

of each individual read is calculated using the formula: 

)ln(
5

1

i

i

i ppE 


  

where pi is the proportion of each of the four considered nucleotides (A, T, C, 

G, and N for unknown character) in each given read.  A short execution trace (g) is 

available for each window and contains a summary of the previously applied step.  

The pop-up filter option (Figure 5h) opens a list of tasks that can be performed at 

each given step of the analysis.  The “Exclude Reads Containing Subsequences” 

option opens a new window, allowing the user to define subsequences to be used in 

the filtration process.  At any point during the session, the user can save a detailed 

step-by-step report containing all the data, which can be used to re-construct the 

presented graphs using third-party software such as Excel, Matlab, R, and etc.  

Command line-based (for Linux OS) version of Slim-Filter has also been 

developed and available under GNU General Public License.  Presently, it has been 

included in the production pipelines used by several sequencing centers including 

Edgewood Chemical Biological Center, Columbia University CII, LLNL, Sandia NL, 

and others. 
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2.4 Standard and Novel HTS Data File Formats 

With sequencing data generation getting easier, challenges related to the storage, 

sharing, manipulation, and analysis become a serious bottleneck.  For example one 

run of Illumina HiSeq 2000 v3 can produce up to 2 Tb of data in the “original” 

FASTQ file format, so abilities to filter and compress the sequencing data are critical 

for virtually all HTS associated projects. 

Two standard file formats/types (FASTA and FASTQ) are traditionally generated 

by Illumina, Ion Torrent, and Roche 454 sequencing platforms.  In FASTA format 

each read is represented by two lines: header that starts with symbol “>” and read 

itself (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. Example of FASTA file 

The FASTQ file format represents each read as four lines of text: sequencing 

information, nucleotide sequence, repeat of the first line, and the quality information 

(Figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Example of FASTQ files format 

The two major disadvantages of both FASTA and FASTQ formats are: (a) the 

presence of large numbers of low quality and/or unknown nucleotides; and (b) fact 

that each copy of repeatable reads is stored independently resulting in unreasonably 

large file sizes.  In fact, up to 75% of the text inside the file does not represent 

information used in further steps of the analysis such as de-novo assembly or 

mapping reads to reference sequences.  Table 4 summarizes the proportion of low 

quality (with  quality scores below 10); unknown (containing one or more 

unidentified nucleotides); and repeatable (present in more than one copy) reads across 

100+ runs of Illumina GIIx sequencer located at the University of Houston as well as 

200+ Illumina reads sets publically available through the NCBI Sequencing Reads 

Archive [55]. In order to provide a more condensed data representation, we have 
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designed a novel AS (array subsequences) file format (Figure 7).  The main 

advantages over both FASTA and FASTQ formats include: the ability to store each 

Observed Biases Proportion 

a. Proportion of reads containing at least one low quality nucleotide 10-20% 

b. Proportion of reads containing at least one unknown nucleotide 1-15% 

c. Proportion of reads present in more than one copy 30-60% 

Proportion of reads containing a, b, or c features 20-40% 

Table 4. The proportion of low quality, unknown, and repeatable reads across 300+ sample sequenced 

by of Illumina instruments. 

read/subsequence only one time, regardless of how many copies it is present in the 

dataset; and the ability to store reads sorted by either copy number or alphabetically. 

 

Figure 7. The AS file format 
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Another advantage of the AS format is that it can be used to transform data into 

an even more compressed binary format. Further compression can take an advantage 

of the AS format to store reads sorted alphabetically and only storing the differences 

(suffix) between neighboring subsequences (ASB format, which is out of the scope of 

the presented work).  If complementary and duplicated reads are excluded (merged 

together) the size of AS file can be up to 20 times smaller than corresponding FASTA 

and FASTQ files (Figure 5,6).   

 

File size in MB 

 

File Types Testfile 1 Testfile 2 Testfile 3 Testfile 4 Testfile 5 Testfile 6 

Average 

size of 

compressed 

files 

FASTQ 22425 24985 28467 28467 26521 18022 100% 

FASTA 1832 2222 2979 12595 2805 2140 16.50% 

AS 1116 1351 1812 1812 1699 1300 6.10% 

ASB 221 261 344 344 322 252 1.17% 

Figure 8. File size comparison of the fastq, fasta, AS, and ASB file formats. 

 

2.5 Conclusion 

Tremendous progress in the development of HTS technologies revealed multiple 

challenges associated to the data quality estimation as well as revealed the need for 

the special tools for filtration, curation, and compressed representation of the 

sequencing data.  Performed analysis of various sources of errors and biases which 
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can be introduced during the sample preparation and sequencing allows to identify 

ways (algorithms) to detect them and propose ways to fix and cure the sequencing 

data as well as propose novel (AS) format for much more compressed representation 

of the data.  Proposed algorithms were implemented as a windows-based application 

(Slim-Filter) [56], which was designed to interactively examine the statistical 

properties of sequenced reads produced by the  Illumina Genome Analyzer and to 

perform a broad spectrum of data manipulation tasks. 
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CHAPTER 3: USING HTS TO DETECT COPY NUMBER VARIATIONS IN 

HUMAN GENOME 

3.1 Standard Tools for CNV Analysis 

The HTS-based approach to detect CNV events relies on the mapping to the 

reference genome strategy.  To detect CNV associated to cancer for example, 

sequenced reads from corresponding (tumor and normal) tissues from the same 

individual have to be mapped (aligned) to the reference human genome.  Local 

differences in the coverage (numbers of reads mapped to each position in the 

reference genome) can be used to identify deleted and/or duplicated genes and/or 

regions of the chromosomes.  Since 2008, several existing mapping solutions such as, 

Bowtie [57], BWA [57], Mosaic [58], Novoalign [58], SOAPv2 [59], MAQ [60], 

PERM [61], ZOOM [62] and several others [63,64] have been developed to map/align 

short genomic reads to the reference sequences.  Most of these tools are limited to 

reads of equal sizes.  An output of these applications vary from single file containing 

nucleotide-by-nucleotide coverage to whole complete indexed data structures 

containing reference genomes, mapped reads, and pre-computed statistics [63].  The 

overall error rate of the mapping to the reference genome analysis expected to be 

affected by variety of controlled and uncontrolled factors including completeness and 

statistical properties of reference genome, statistical characteristics and quality of the 

sequenced data, properties of the mapping/alignment algorithms, and level of 

similarities between reference genome and genomes of the individual patients. 
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 The most frequently used alignment algorithms – MAQ[60] and 

Bowtie[57] - are implemented using the reference sequences indexing computation 

strategy.  MAQ for example, divides each read into four segments of equal length 

called seeds.  Then, it requires all four seeds to be aligned perfectly if the read is 

mapped with perfect match (exact similarity) or three out of four seeds to be mapped 

if one mismatch is allowed (Figure 7).  This way, alignment of reads to the reference 

sequence with mismatches can be replaced by much less computationally complex 

search for four perfect match alignments.   

.  

Figure 9. Aligning reads using spaced seeds and Burrows-Wheeler algorithms [57]. 
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This approach however, does not allow alignment with arbitrary number of 

mismatches and is known to produce “fake” alignments (when one of four seeds 

appears to be completely different causing up to 25% mismatches in the alignment).  

Moreover,  the Burrows-Wheeler transform [43] employed by MAQ and Bowtie 

algorithms for the indexing  the reference sequence (in this case human genome) 

makes  preprocessing, storage, sharing data over the Internet, and even loading  the 

reference genome from the hard drive a very computationally challenging and 

memory intensive task.  Similar to Bowtie and MAQ, the BWA [63] algorithm uses 

Burrows-Wheeler Transform to construct a suffix tree from the entire reference 

genome.  In order to handle mismatches, this algorithm extends a pre indexed hash 

data structure to a smaller subset of all considered mismatches for the single position 

of the read. 

The major bottleneck of all the reference sequences indexing-based 

algorithms is that they are performing alignment of each read to the reference 

genome independently, so the time complexity of these mapping algorithms linearly 

depends on the number of unique reads to be mapped.  Considering that numbers of 

reads which can be produced in single run is in the range of billions (for example 

Illumina HiSeq 2000 v3 can produce 2,500,000,000 reads in one experiment: hundred 

times more sequencing data that present in human genome) and is expected to grow 

several orders of magnitude over next 3-5 years, the time and cost of the hardware 

required to perform mapping is expected to become much higher than sequencing 

itself.  The second problem of the reference sequences indexing algorithms is that any 
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changes in the reference sequence require re-indexing of the reference genome which 

reduces the flexibility of the mapping process. 

To address these challenges we have developed novel mapping strategy for 

which the time complexity of the mapping process independent of the number of reads 

present in the dataset.  Since the total amount of reads data coming from HTS 

instruments is much larger that amount of data in the references genomes, the basic 

idea of the proposed approach is to replace the read-by-reads search/mapping 

against reference genome(s), by one time search of all the subsequences present in 

the reference genomes against set of reads located in in search efficient hash-like or 

tree-like data structures. 

The design and implementation of this approach includes: 

 Key data structures to store and manipulate reads (subsequences) of 

equal length (Base_Array_Subsequences and Array_Subsequences); 

 Search efficient hash like (Search_Efficient_Array_Subsequences) 

and tree-like (BF_Tree) data structures; 

 Data structures able to store arbitrary number of reference 

genes/genomes (Reference_DNA_Sequence, 

Base_Array_sequences, …); 

 Data structures able to store, compare, and perform algebraic 

operations (such as addition and subtraction) with position-by-

position (in the reference genome) reads and nucleotides coverages 

generated by the mapping process; 
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 Pipelines and toolboxes supporting the reads manipulation and 

mapping process. 

 

It is important to emphasize that both search efficient data structures BF_Tree 

and Search_Efficient_Array_Subsequences are designed to be combined into a single 

object: (a) array (class) of alphabetically sorted unique reads (subsequences) and (b) 

search data structures “navigating” across this class.  Using these data structures one 

can perform mapping and analysis of the coverage of each reference sequence (such 

as gene or single chromosome) independently which offers an easy way for the 

parallelization of the computations.  The mapping’s (without mismatches) time 

complexity linearly depends on the length of reference sequence and does not 

dependent on the number of reads in the dataset.  Mapping/alignment can be 

performed with any number of mismatches (any combinations of insertions, deletions 

and substitutions on any position) without missing cases caused by algorithms 

employing heuristic such as BLAST, Bowtie, MAQ, BWA, etc. 

 

3.2 Key Data Structures to Store and Manipulate with HTS Reads 

All the key data structures are implemented as C++ classes which can be used 

in both Windows and Linux OS. 

 

3.2.1 Array_Subsequences and Base_Array_Subsequences 

 

Base_Array_Subsequences (Figure 10) class is designed to store a large 

number of equal size subsequences (each represented as a character array).  Since up 
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to 60% of reads generated by sequencing instruments are present in multiple copies 

(Table 4), Base_Array_Subsequences object contains two synchronized arrays: array 

containing pointers to individual subsequences and synchronized unsigned integer 

array of corresponding copy numbers in which each subsequence present in the 

dataset        (Figure 10).   

 

Figure 10. Base_Array_Subsequences Class 

Since standard sequencing data formats (FASTQ and FASTQ) are designed to 

store each subsequence (read) individually, Base_Array_Subsequences class allows to 

acquire/store each subsequence as it is represented in FASTA and FASTQ formats 
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(assigning copy number = 1 to each subsequence) as well as providing tools 

(exclude_Duplications(…), compress_Left(…)) designed to “merge” all the 

subsequences present in multiple copies so only single unique sequences and their 

appropriate copy number will be stored in RAM to reduce the size of the allocated 

memory.  The class also contains a variety of methods supporting basic data storage 

and manipulation tasks such as reading/writing files in FASTA, FASTQ, AS, and ASB 

file formats, calculating basic statistics on subsequences, etc. 

Array_Subsequences (Figure 11) class is a child of the 

Base_Array_Subsequences class specifically designed to store nucleotide 

subsequences.  In this object, each subsequence can be made up of only four 

characters representing nucleotides utilized in DNA/RNA sequences (A/T/C/G) and 

unknown nucleotide symbol (N).  The class can perform basic data manipulation 

tasks such as prefix trimming and excluding subsequences containing a particular 

pattern (for example PCR primer of adapted sequences used in the sample preparation 

process).  Several algebraic (set) operations 
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Figure 11. Array_Subsequences Class 

have been developed to allow merging, subtracting, and identifying common 

(intersection) subsequences present simultaneously in two or more 

Array_Subsequences objects. 

Considering that time performance and memory/HDD usage of virtually all 

data analysis tasks (search, mapping to the reference sequences, de-novo assembly) 

can be dramatically improved by using sorted (by copy number and/or alphabetically) 

collections of subsequences (reads), selection and implementation of the sorting 

algorithms for the Array_Subsequences objects becomes subject to rigorous 

examination. 

By observing several hundreds of real data sets, we found that regardless of 

the fact that the most frequent reads can be present in millions of copies, the majority 

of the reads are present in relatively low numbers of copies. Further investigation that 
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included complete disassembly of entire human genome into the reads, confirmed our 

observation of the copy number distribution of real samples (Table 5).  

Number 
of 

copies  

Number of nmers present in human genome 

31-bases  32-bases  36-bases  

1          2,391,935,126 (84%)           2,408,462,848(84%)           2,466,919,017 (86%)  

2              100,426,324                 99,388,661                 95,553,746  

3                37,317,293                 36,714,758                 34,468,677  

4                23,056,528                 22,614,342                 20,974,122  

5                15,643,299                 15,306,419                 14,041,036  

6                12,691,484                 12,408,613                 11,362,707  

7                10,977,606                 10,741,495                   9,794,815  

8                  8,993,234                   8,783,237                   7,964,915  

9                  6,696,950                   6,524,077                   5,847,682  

10                  5,699,787                   5,530,125                   4,908,013  

…  …   …   …  

10,000                21,977,010(0.8%)                 18,792,930(0.7%)                18,181,279 (0.6%) 
Table 5. Number of copies of 31, 32, and 36-mers present in human reference genome build 37.3[66]. 

  It allows us to propose and implement a two-part sorting algorithm. We used 

counting sort (O(n) time complexity) to sort reads with low copy numbers, while the 

rest of the reads were sorted using bubble sort (O(n
2
) time complexity). The resulting 

algorithm (Figure 12) significantly over-performed the other tested standard 

approaches [66].  

Base_Array_Subsequences::sort_by_Copy_Number() 

{ 

unsigned int * frequency = new unsignedint[MAX_COPY_NUMBER_FOR_COUNTING_SORT];

  

unsigned int * new_copy_number = new unsigned int [number_of_subsequences_present]; 

char ** new_subsequence = new char * [number_of_subsequences_present]; 

for(i=0;i<number_of_subsequences_present;i++)  

{ 

 copy_num = copy_number[i]; 

 if(copy_num > MAX_COPY_NUMBER_FOR_COUNTING_SORT)   

 { 

   new_subsequence[num_of_seq_greater_than_max]=subsequence[i]; 

   new_copy_number[num_of_seq_greater_than_max]=copy_num; 

   num_of_seq_greater_than_max++; 

   continue; 
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 } 

frequency[copy_num-1]++;   

} 

for (i=1;i<MAX_COPY_NUMBER_FOR_COUNTING_SORT;i++) frequency[i] += frequency[i-1]; 

for (i=0; i<number_of_subsequences_present; i++) 

{ 

copy_num = copy_number[i]; 

if(copy_num>MAX_COPY_NUMBER_FOR_COUNTING_SORT) continue; 

new_copy_number[number_of_subsequences_present-frequency[copy_num-1]] = copy_num; 

new_subsequence[number_of_subsequences_present-frequency[copy_num-1]] = 

subsequence[i]; 

frequency[copy_num-1]--; 

} 

unsigned int j; 

bool elements_switched = false; 

if(num_of_seq_greater_than_max>1) 

{ 

 for (i=0;i<num_of_seq_greater_than_max;i++) 

 { 

 elements_switched = false; 

 for (j=0;j<num_of_seq_greater_than_max-1-i;j++) 

 { 

 if(new_copy_number[j]<new_copy_number[j+1]) 

 { 

 swap(new_copy_number[j],new_copy_number[j+1]); 

 swap(new_subsequence[j],new_subsequence[j+1]); 

 elements_switched = true; 

 } 

} 

if (!elements_switched) break; 

Figure 12. Sorting by copy number using two sorting algorithms 

 

 

3.2.2 Alphabetical Sort as a Pre-processing Step for Mapping 

Another key functionality implemented in Array_Subsequences class is the 

ability to sort reads alphabetically.  Use of alphabetically sorted reads significantly 

improves performance of the alignment algorithms, as well as provides visual insight 

on possible de-novo assembly parameters that need to be chosen for maximizing 

length and quality of contig extending via overlapping. Furthermore, exploitation of 

common prefixes allows compressed storage of genomic reads, however this topic is 

out of the scope of this dissertation.  Typical HTS reads can be as long as 160 bases 
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and their length will continue to grow with the continuous improvement of 

sequencing technologies. Therefore, standard approach of converting sequence to 

number using bit shift operation is limited to 32 characters, as you need at least 2 bit 

to represent one of the four nucleotides and maximum size of variable to store in C++ 

is 64 bit.  In order to develop an efficient algorithm we had to consider not only the 

large scale of data and avoid using comparison based sort algorithms, but also the 

type of data this algorithm should work with.   

 Several sorting algorithms were implemented and tested on real and simulated 

datasets.  Bubble-Sort algorithm was quickly dismissed, due to the poor execution 

times.  Quick-Sort’s algorithm execution time was significantly better but still not 

satisfactory.  Ultimately, two algorithms were chosen to be used as basic sorting tools 

for the Array_Subsequences object: Least Significant Digit (LSD) and Most 

Significant Digit (MSD) Radix-Sort.  

 

3.2.3 Radix Sort 

The Radix-Sort algorithm (Figure 14) does not require the pair-wise 

comparison of the elements to be sorted so sorting can be performed faster than 

O(k*log(k)).  In our implementation, the time complexity of Radix-Sort is estimated 

as O(k * n), where k is the number of entries and n - number of nucleotides of the 

longest entry (read length).  When n is less than log(k), Radix-Sort will be more 

efficient than any comparison-based algorithm.  In particular, when n = O(1), Radix-

Sort will run in time linear in the number of entries to be sorted, O(k). Most 
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commonly, the Radix-Sort is applied in the Least-Significant-Digit (LSD) instead of 

the Most-Significant-Digit (MSD) mode, simply because the LSD is a stable sort, 

while the MSD is not.  It is necessary to mention that in our implementation of both 

LSD and MSD algorithms Counting-Sort was utilized to sort the entries based on 

each nucleotide position in the array of reads (subsequences).   

Comparison of the performance of the Least Significant Digit (LSD) and Most 

Significant Digit (MSD) sorting algorithms using real HTS sequencing data (Table 6) 

leads us to the conclusion that MSD must to be chosen as the most appropriate 

algorithm with high enough performance.  Another advantage of the implementation 

is that MSD can be implemented to perform only partial (to the given length of the 

prefix only) sorting. 

bool Array_Subsequences::sort_Subsequences_Alphabetically(ostream & out)  
{ 
//allocate necessary index buffers that will be sorted 
index_buffer_0 = new unsigned int [number_of_subsequences_present]; 
index_buffer_1 = new unsigned int [number_of_subsequences_present]; 
sorted_index_buffer = new unsigned int[number_of_subsequences_present]; 
//the initial index buffer has indices from 0 to number_of_subsequences_present-1 
for(i=0;i<number_of_subsequences_present;i++) 
{ 
 index_buffer_0[i] = i; 
 index_buffer_1[i] = 0; 
 sorted_index_buffer[i] = 0; 
} 
first_location = 0; 
last_location = number_of_subsequences_present; 
position_in_subsequences = 0; 
 
//for the initial run, use index_buffer_0 as input 
_sort_Subsequences_Alphabetically(index_buffer_0,index_buffer_1,sorted_index_buffer
,  first_location,last_location,position_in_subsequences,out)  
 
//Allocate new_subsequence and new_copy_number 
//copy sorted results 
for(i=first_location;i<last_location;i++)  
{ 
 new_subsequence[i] = subsequence[sorted_index_buffer[i]]; 
  new_copy_number[i] = copy_number[sorted_index_buffer[i]]; 
 } 
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 //swap pointers of two arrays 
 subsequence = new_subsequence; 
 copy_number = new_copy_number; 
  
} 
bool Array_Subsequences::_sort_Subsequences_Alphabetically(input_index_buffer, 

output_index_buffer,  sorted_index_buffer, first_location, last_location, 

position_in_subsequences)  

{  
 //Main exit from recursion 
 if(position_in_subsequences>=subsequence_length)return true; 
 for(i=first_location;i<last_location;i++)   
 { 
  Count number of A,T,C,G,N 
 } 
 
 if((All nucleotide between first_location and last_location is single 
nucleotide)  

&& position_in_subsequences+1<subsequence_length) 
return _sort_Subsequences_Alphabetically(input_index_buffer, 
output_index_buffer,  sorted_index_buffer, first_location, last_location,  
position_in_subsequences+1,out);  
//Estimate initial location in sorted array 
location_of_A = first_location; 

 location_of_T = location_of_A + count_A; 
 location_of_C = location_of_T + count _T; 
 location_of_G = location_of_C + count _C; 
 location_of_N = location_of_G + count _G; 

//Distribute indexes according to nucleotide at certain position with reads 
containing corresponding nucleotide 

 for(i=first_location;i<last_location;i++) 
 { 
  switch(subsequence[input_index_buffer[i]][position_in_subsequences])  
  { 

case 'A':case 'a':  
output_index_buffer[location_of_A++] = input_index_buffer[i]; 
break; 

   case 'T':case 't':  
output_index_buffer[location_of_T++] = input_index_buffer[i]; 

break; 
   case 'C':case 'c':  

output_index_buffer[location_of_C++] = input_index_buffer[i]; 
break; 

   case 'G':case 'g':  
output_index_buffer[location_of_G++] = input_index_buffer[i]; 

break; 
   case 'N':case 'n':  

output_index_buffer[location_of_N++] = input_index_buffer[i]; 
break; 

  } 
 } 

//Check if it was the last position, if yes -> quit  
 // If not check counts for EACH nucleotide[A,T,C,G] 
 switch(Count_<A,T,C,G>) 
 {  
 case 0: break; 
case 1: sorted_index_buffer[location_of_<A,T,C,G>-1] = 
output_index_buffer[location_of_<A,T,C,G>-1];  

break;  
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  default:  
_sort_Subsequences_Alphabetically(output_index_buffer, input_index_buffer,  

sorted_index_buffer, location_of_<A,T,C,G-count_<A,T,C,G> 
location_of_<A,T,C,G>, position_in_subsequences+1,out); 

 } 

Figure 13. Alphabetical MSD Radix sort in Array_Subsequences class 

 

 

 

 

 MSD sort, time is in secs LSD sort, time is in secs 

Read 

size  1000000 10000000 100000000 1000000 10000000 100000000 

31 2 45 641 10 130 1535 

65 3 49 702 23 286 4011 

80 3 51 695 27 343 5784 

100 4 55 729 35 435 8150 
Table 6. Performance of the Most and Least Significant Digit Radix sorts on real sequenced data for 

one, ten, and one hundred millions reads. 

It is also necessary to mention that alphabetically sorted reads not allow us to 

have increased performance of available searching algorithms, but also provide a 

possibility of compression by storing only different suffix of neighboring reads. 

However, this topic is outside of the scope of the manuscript.  

 

3.3 Search Efficient Data Structures 

If reads in Array_Sequences are sorted alphabetically, large numbers of neighboring 

sequences are sharing prefix subsequences.  We have designed a data structure, 

Search_Efficient_Array_Subsequences, that builds on a top of the sorted 

Array_Subsequences. Its hash-like organization allows: (a) extremely fast search for 

subsequences (perfect match only) of equal size; (b) direct access to all the other 

sequences sharing same prefix; and (c) simultaneous search for all sequences sharing 

same prefix.  The key difference from the standard hash is that it doesn’t store the 
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sequences themselves but uses a key to convert them by operating  on the indexes of 

sorted array.  He hash function performs a conversion of the nucleotide sequence to 

key value that identifies  positions as key_value%array_size in cases without 

collision, or (key_value +number_of_encountered_collisions^2)%array_size when a 

collision occurrs.  This approach allows a search mechanism without modifying or 

manipulating the data inside of the Array_Subsequences data structure, and doesn’t 

require additional memory allocation except an array of unsigned integers whose size 

is equal to number of unique subsequences present in a dataset. Nevertheless, there 

are two disadvantages in the described algorithm.  First of all, the key size is limited 

to unsigned integer values; therefore, there is a limitation of the prefix size one can 

use to build this data structure. Secondly, and more significantly, the flaw of this type 

of search is the inability to handle mismatches.  

 Trade off of the memory requirements, speed of the algorithm, and 

ability to perform additional functionality inspired us to develop a tree-like data 

structure, where each node will be represented as a group of reads containing the 

same prefix.  This would allow us match every single subsequence out of the 

reference genome to the group of reads simultaneously.  We called such data structure 

a “Bifurcation Tree” or BF_Tree. 

Main idea of this data structure is that common prefix before bifurcation becomes a 

node of the tree, whereas each additional nucleotide added to it forms a continuous 

branch (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. BF_Tree created on top of Array_Subsequences 

As one can see on example (Figure 14), reads that do not starts with ATCGAA 

or TTCGAAT will be discarded only after parsing through 2 nodes.  Furthermore, 

using the classical approach by mapping using suffix trees and having ATCGAT, one 

would have to match every single nucleotide inside of the first three reads before 

discarding it as not aligned. There are two objects that were developed to implement 

described approach: BF_Tree_Node and BF_Tree itself.  

3.3.1 BF_Tree_Node Class 

  Topological unit of Bifurcation tree is a BF_Tree_Node class 

(Figure 15).  Object of this class contains member that allow identification of the 

location of the node within the tree, current motif that was traversed before reaching 

this node, the copy number of the present read in and pointers to the next node. It is 

important to emphasize that despite being a taxonomical unit in a BF_Tree, 
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BF_Tree_Node is not designed for standalone usage.  First of all, the node itself 

doesn’t store reads, or even pointers to sequences.  One can identify the prefix using 

motif attribute and the distance of this node from the root. In other words, 

depth_from_the_root allows estimation of how many bifurcations happened before 

the motif has been reached. Value of the BF_Tree_Node represents sum of the copy 

numbers of reads located between first_location and last_location in 

Array_Subsequences when it is sorted alphabetically. 

  

Figure 15. BF_Tree_Node Class 

Due to the structural design of the BF_Tree and functional implementation of 

the BF_Tree_Node, constructor of this class was designed not to create a single 

object, but rather allocate entire branch of the tree (Figure 16). 

Constructor BF_Tree_Node(Array_Subsequences, index_of_first_entry in Array_Subsequences,  

index_of_last_entry in Array_Subsequences, 

parent_node_depth_from_the_root) 

{ 
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 Initialize attributes with default values(depth_from_the_root=0, etc) 

 IF(index_of_last_entry - index_of_first_entry==1)  

  { 

   motif=Array_Subsequences[index_of_first_entry]->subsequence 

 depth_from_the_root= Array_Subsequences->subsequence_length 

 value= Array_Subsequences[index_of_first_entry]->get_Copy_Number 

 return; 

} 

 FOR(depth FROM parent_node_depth_from_the_root TO subsequence_length) 

 { 

  FOR(current_index FROM index_of_first_entry TO index_of_last_entry) 

   Sum Number of [A,T,C,G] at Array_Subsequences[current_index][depth] 

IF( Number of [A or T or C or G] equals to( index_of_last_entry - 

index_of_first_entry)) 

 Continue; 

} 

IF(depth== subsequence_length ) NO Bifurcation found => Return; 

CASE(number_ of_ A>0) 

node_A=new BF_Tree_Node(Array_Subsequences, index_of_first_entry, 

index_of_first_entry+number_of_ A,depth_from_the_root+1) 

CASE(number_ of_ T>0) 

node_A=new BF_Tree_Node(Array_Subsequences, index_of_first_entry, 

index_of_first_entry+number_of_ A+ number_ of_ T,depth_from_the_root+1) 

CASE(number_ of_ C>0) 

node_A=new BF_Tree_Node(Array_Subsequences, index_of_first_entry, 

index_of_first_entry+number_of_ A+ number_ of_ T+ number_ of_ 

C,depth_from_the_root+1) 

CASE(number_ of_G>0) 

node_A=new BF_Tree_Node(Array_Subsequences, index_of_first_entry, 

index_of_first_entry+number_of_ A+ number_ of_ T+ number_ of_ C+ number_ 

of_ G,depth_from_the_root+1) 

} 

Figure 16. BF_Tree_Node constructor that recursively allocates entire branch of the tree 

The recursive algorithm of the constructor starts with counting the number of 

specific nucleotides at the specific position which helps to estimate boundaries of the 

start and stop location for a specific nucleotide. When counts complete, we check if 

there was a bifurcation at the next location in a sequence. If there was no bifurcation, 

we continue parsing the block of reads between the start and stop positions. 

Otherwise, we allocate a new node and set the corresponding (node_<A,T,C,G>) 

pointer.  
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3.3.2 BF_Tree Class 

The BF_Tree class (Figure 17) contains only two attributes which are pointers to root 

node and Array_Subsequences used to create it. The main purpose of this class is 

searching or mapping of subsequences against reads stored in Array_Subsequence. 

 

Figure 17. BF_Tree Class 

 There are two ways of implementation provided in this class.  One of them is a very 

fast search with perfect match: get_Copy_Number(…) (Figure 18), whereas the other 

one allows to map with exact number of mismatches: 

get_Copy_Number_with_MM(…)(Figure 20). 
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A search for a perfect match is implemented by a loop and parsing the nodes 

that match each nucleotide of the searched subsequence to the motif stored in each 

BF_Tree_Node. If the subsequence corresponds to the stored motif, parsing the tree 

proceeds with the next nucleotide in the subsequence following the pointer in the 

current node.  If the last node was achieved, it means that the read is present in 

Array_Subsequences, and corresponding copy number is returned. 

get_Copy_Number(searched_subsequence, searched_subsequence_length) 

{ 

 Curent_Node=root 

FOR(i=0;i< searched_subsequence_length;i++) 

{ 

 IF(Curent_Node->get_Depth_from_the_Root>i) 

 { 

  IF(Curent_Node->Motif_Sequence Not Exists) Return 0 

  IF(searched_subsequence[i]!= Curent_Node->Motif_Sequence[i]) Return 

0 

 Continue; 

} 

SWITCH(searched_subsequence[i]) 

CASE: „A‟: IF(Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_A!=NULL)  

Curent_Node =Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_A  

CASE: „T‟: IF(Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_T!=NULL)  

Curent_Node =Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_T  

CASE: „C‟: IF(Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_C!=NULL)  

Curent_Node =Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_A  

CASE: „G‟: IF(Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_G!=NULL)  

Curent_Node =Curent_Node->get_Poniter_to_Node_G 

 IF(searched_subsequence[i]!= Curent_Node->Motif_Sequence[i]) Return 0 

} 

 Return Current_Node->get_Value 

}  

Figure 18. Recursive mapping with perfect match of subsequence from reference genome to reads in 

BF_Tree 

One of the biggest advantages of BF_Tree in comparison with other search 

oriented data structures is its ability to handle different types and numbers of possible 

mismatches.  There are three types of mismatches which are known: insertions, 

deletions, and substitutions (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19. The different types of mismatches are considered in mapping 

algorithm  

The BF_Tree, search with mismatches doesn’t require additional memory.  A 

recursive approach (Figure 20) has been chosen to implement the search with any 

(exact) number of mismatches. 

Unsigned Int get_Copy_Number_with_MM(searched_subsequence,   searched_subsequence_length, 

exact_number_of_MM_considered, 

 substiutions_only) 

{ 

 Current_Node=root 

 Position_in_Searched_Subsequence=0 

 Position_in_Motif=0 

Current_Number_of_MM=0 

 Max_Number_of_MM= exact_number_of_MM_considered+1 

 

 return get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM 

Max_Number_of_MM 

 Substitutions_only) 

 

} 
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Unsigned Int get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM 

Max_Number_of_MM 

 Substitutions_only) 

{ 

 IF(Current_Number_of_MM>= Max_Number_of_MM) return 0 

 IF(Current_Number_of_MM> Max_Number_of_MM)return 0 

IF(Position_in_Searched_Subsequence >= Array_Subsequences->length) 

IF(Current_Number_of_MM<= Max_Number_of_MM)  

return Current_Node->get_Value 

  

IF(Curent_Node->depth_from_the_Root> Position_in_Searched_Subsequence) 

{ 

IF(searched_subsequence[Position_in_Searched_Subsequence]== 

Curent_Node-

>Motif[Position_in_Motif] 

{ 

       get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence+1, 

Position_in_Motif+1, 

Current_Number_of_MM 

Max_Number_of_MM 

 Substitutions_only) 

 

 } 

 

 get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence+1, 

Position_in_Motif+1, 

Current_Number_of_MM+1, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

 

get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif+1, 

Current_Number_of_MM+1, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

 

IF(!substitutions_only) 

get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 
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Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif+1, 

Current_Number_of_MM+1, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

IF(!substitutions_only) 

get_Copy_Number_with_MM (Current_Node,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence+1, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM+1, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

 

 

} 

ELSE 

{ 

IF(Curent_Node->Pointet_to_A!=NULL) get_Copy_Number_with_MM(Current_Node-

>Pointer_to_A,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

IF(Curent_Node->Pointet_to_T!=NULL) get_Copy_Number_with_MM(Current_Node-

>Pointer_to_T,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

IF(Curent_Node->Pointet_to_C!=NULL) get_Copy_Number_with_MM(Current_Node-

>Pointer_to_C,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 

 Substitutions_only) 

IF(Curent_Node->Pointet_to_G!=NULL) get_Copy_Number_with_MM(Current_Node-

>Pointer_to_G,  

searched_subsequence,  

searched_subsequence_length 

Position_in_Searched_Subsequence, 

Position_in_Motif, 

Current_Number_of_MM, 

Max_Number_of_MM, 
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 Substitutions_only) 

Figure 20. Mapping with all types of mismatches using BF_Tree 

 

3.4 Supplementary Data Structures: Reference_DNA_Sequences and 

Array_of_Reference_DNA_Sequences 

Two classes have been designed to store and manipulate an arbitrary number 

of genomic sequences with arbitrary length.  They can be used to store reference 

(target) sequences used in the mapping process, de-novo assembled contigs, 

collections of genes, genomes etc.  The Reference_DNA_Sequence class (Figure 21), 

sequence_ID is used as a unique identifier of the sequence.  Character array sequence 

stores an entire genomic sequence (one nucleotide per character). Character array text 

contains a description of the current sequence.  Integer variables sequence_length and 

text_length, serve as parsing parameters for internal reading function, as well as for 

other software that can read text format of Reference_DNA_Sequence object.  

Attribute circular is used as an identifier if genomic sequence represents complete 

circular genome of bacteria, plasmid, or virus (such sequences require slightly 

different approach for coverage estimation).  For the majority of the projects, it is rare 

when entire mapping is based on a single reference.  Most of the time particular target 

of investigation is group of genomes or genes organized in small databases, and, 

therefore, require additional functionality to be able operate with them as a groups of 

objects. In order to satisfy such requirements, we developed 

Array_of_Reference_DNA_Sequences class (Figure 22).  
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Figure 21. Reference_DNA_Sequence class 

 

Figure 22. Array_of_Reference_DNA_Sequences  Class 
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The main attribute of this class is array of pointers to 

Reference_DNA_Sequences objects.  Other attributes are used to maintain 

functionality of the array and provide indexed access to the objects. Thirty-five 

developed functions allow sort by ID, sort alphabetically, read and write, add to and 

delete objects from array, exclude objects using templates, etc. 

 

3.5 Supplementary Data Structures:  DNA_Sequence_Coverage and 

Array_of_DNA_Sequence_Coverages 

Since the Copy Number Variation analysis is based in the estimation of the 

abundance of genomic material by analyzing numbers of successfully mapped 

(aligned) reads  to each position of the reference sequence, we designed 

DNA_Sequence_Coverage (Figure 23) and Array_of_DNA_Sequence_Coverage  

classes allowing storage (position-by-position) of number of reads starting from 

certain position(reads coverage) or reads overlapping certain position(nucleotide 

coverage) (Figure 24). In addition, we implemented a series of algebraic operations 

(addition, subtraction, intersection) that can be applied for multiple coverages at the 

same time. 

Similarly,  the Reference_DNA_Sequence class, sequence_ID is used as a 

unique identifier inside of Array_of_DNA_Sequence_Coverage. Coverage values are 

stored in an array of unsigned integers of size sequence_length. Additional attribute 

average_coverage is available if any of the “calculate Average Coverage” functions 

was called. 
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Figure 23. DNA_Sequence_Coverage Class
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Figure 24. Array_of_DNA_Sequence_Coverage Class 

The requirement to handle groups of coverages motivated us to implement the 

Array_of_DNA_Sequence_Coverages object (Figure 25).  This class allows sorting 

sequences coverages by ID, average coverage, sorting by sequence length, as well as 

exclude sequences with low coverage, estimation of average coverage and excluding 

outliers in the process of for calculation average coverage values.  

All the designed classes were organized in several automated of HTS 

instruments-specific Pipelines and are able to handle all the mapping and CNV 

analysis processes with minimal human involvement.   
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CHAPTER 4: EFFECT OF REPEATABLE REGIONS ON ABILITY 

TO ESTIMATE COPY NUMBER VARIATION IN HUMAN GENOME 

4.1 Identification of Biased Coverage in CNV 

These developed algorithms and data structures allowed analysis of hundreds of HTS 

datasets (samples) in a practical timeframe, which makes it possible to apply them to 

variety of Copy Number Variation projects.  One particular problem however, was 

immediately discovered: the average coverage of the large part of the human 

genome appeared to be several orders of magnitude higher that it was expected 

based on the genome size and total number of reads acquired in the sequencing 

experiments.  It makes it virtually impossible to estimate changes in the coverage 

across such regions and as result, detect any cases of CNV.  For example, mapping 

10-30 million 36 bases long filtered reads produced by Illumina instrument to the 

human genome (3 Gbs), is expected to produce evenly distributed coverage across 

each chromosome with average coverage in the range from 0.1x to 0.3x.  The real 

coverage however, appears to be at least 100 times higher.  The example on Figure 25 

represents coverage resulted in mapping 30 million reads of size 36 to human 

chromosome 1 (Human Reference build 37.3).   
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Figure 25.  Average window-by-window coverage of the Chromosome 1.  Windows size 10000. 

Further investigation reveals that individual nucleotide-by-nucleotide 

coverage inside of all the windows have unusually high average coverage and are 

organized as a series of pileups - short genomic regions with extremely high coverage 

(Figure 26).  For the 10000 bases long windows such pileups could represent from 

1% all the way to 90% of the nucleotides (Figure 26 a and b) 

 

 

Figure 26. Low (a) and high (b) concentration of Pileups in the nucleotide-by-nucleotide coverage 

inside 10000 bases long window in human chromosome 1.  
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To validate the hypothesis that pileups are “built” from subsequences 

presented in high abundance across the human genome, we have retrieve DNA 

sequences located in several high average coverage windows and performed explicit 

(using MegaBLAST  algorithm [68]) search against human sequences in the 

GenBank [69].  Example Figure 27 represents typical result of such a search: 

sequence selected from chromosome 1 appears to be present with 85-95% similarity 

in virtually every other chromosome in human genome.  These results are in full 

agreement with the hypothesis that observed pileups may contain highly repeatable 

sequences. 

 

Figure 27. GenBank MegaBLAST search showing the presence of the DNA sequence retrieved 

from high coverage window in chromosome 1 in variety of other chromosomes in human genome. 
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For the further investigation we developed algorithms to explicitly count  31, 32,  

and 36 base-long subsequences in the reference human genome build 37.3 (Table 6).  

As one can see, about 14% of the 36-mers present in human appear in more than one 

copy, and 0.6% (over 18M sequences!) are present in more than 10,000 copies. This 

observation makes us believe that to minimize an effect of the repeatable regions on 

the average coverage of any genomic region, analysis must be performed separately 

for regions containing unique and repeatable sequences.  

4.2 Solution to Minimize Effect of Repeatable Regions 

In order to identify all unique (and all repeatable) location on human genome, 

we decided to create a collection of all repeatable subsequences (of sizes 31, 32, 36, 

etc.) present in human genome.  Such a collection in conjunction with mapping 

algorithms can be used to identify all non-unique (as well as unique) positions not 

only in the human genome but also in any specific collection of DNA sequences 

which can be used in CNV experiments, such as collection of human genes or 

transcripts (RefSeq database).  Analysis of the proportions of the unique locations 

across human genome, human genes and human transcripts (see example on Figure 

28) allows us to conclude that a large proportion of the human genome (over 85% of 

10,000 windows), human genes (over 90 percent), and human transcripts (over 95%) 

contain efficient (over 50%) number of unique positions to be used in the estimation 

of the average coverage required for the CNV detection. 
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Figure 28.  Proportion of the unique positions for 31-mers across subset of human transcripts 

exhibiting 0.1x or higher coverage in stroma and bone marrow of 10 leukemia patients. 

It is also interesting to mention that we did not observe any significant effects 

of the gene length on the proportion of unique positions inside of genes (Figure 31).  

This observation, as well as distributions of the pileups across all chromosomes (data 

not shown), makes us believe that highly repeatable regions could be involved in the 

3D organization of the chromatin structure, which could be a subject of future 

investigation.  Presently, application of the created maps of the positions of all unique 

31, 32, 36, etc. -mers in human genome, database of human genes and transcripts 

allow us to significantly improve the quality of the detections on CNV events in 

variety of ongoing projects.   
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Figure 29.  Correspondence between length and numbers of unique locations in human transcripts 

across subset of human transcripts exhibiting 0.1x or higher coverage in stroma and bone marrow of 

10 leukemia patients.   Subsequence length=31. 

It is important to emphasize, however, that due to the incompleteness of the 

reference human genome, some repeatable sequences could be missing and are not 

included in the identification of the unique genomic locations.  This effect can cause 

bias (overestimation) of the real coverage of region/genes/transcripts containing such 

unidentified repeats.  Future progress in sequencing and genome assembly (such as 

1000 human genome project [43]) could lead to the further improvement of the CNV 

detection. 
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CONCLUSION 

Analysis of associations of copy number variations with human health is a 

rapidly growing area of research.  Despite great technical/experimental challenges, 

the number of CNV associated per-review publications has grown from 59 in 2000 to 

832 in 2011 and is growing exponentially. 

High Throughput Sequencing technology offers new ways to generate large 

amount of data for CNV analysis.  However sequencing biases and absence of 

appropriate data storage, manipulation, and analysis algorithms presents a major 

obstacle for use of HTS data for CNV identification.  To address these challenges we 

have developed novel algorithms, data structures, and computational tools for:  

1. HTS reads filtration, curation, trimming, and storage; 

2. Novel formats to represent single HTS (Illumina) reads of equal length (AS 

format) which makes it possible to significantly reduce file sizes without 

losing any useful data; 

3. Fast sort algorithms taking in consideration specific statistical properties of 

HTS data; 

4. Novel algorithms and data structures able to perform search and mapping of 

HTS reads to reference genomic sequences with mismatches. 

Furthermore, the developed computational tools make it possible to identify 

undesirable effects of repetitive sequences in human genome that affect ability to 

identify CNV, and we proposed a novel approach to reduce them.  

The application of presented methods is not limited to the CNV analysis and is 

already used for a variety of other HTS related projects including detection of known 
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and novel pathogens, identification of the large scale methylation patterns in the 

human genome, and characterization of the genomic compositions of complex 

clinical and environmental samples. 
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